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Well here it is Thanksgiving
again. Barring any unforeseen
circumstances we will be in St.
Joseph, Missouri for our annual
Thanksgiving visit with Paul's
mother and father. The children
look forward to this trip like
birds waiting for their food . . .
and although its a long, hard
trip, we always seem to make it
although the preparations to get
away sometimes leave us so limp,
we wonder how we ever do it.
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FITS Has Been Invited to Participate In
Christmas Invitational Tourney At Paducah

Mail Early Fo/
Christmas, PO 'talcs

-

State Mans Major Higketki„d Street
')n
Improvements In And Aro

The Fulton Post Office DepartAccording to information re- cah.
ment again urges patrons to shop
SunPaducah
the
to
According
on
WedPaducah
from
ceived
and mall early to avoid connesday morning, the Fulton High Democrat Wednesday morning, gesting the mails just before
school "Bulldogs" basketball team the Paducah Jaycees may move Christmas.
has been extended an invitation site of the tourney to Lone Oak
Mailing for distant states shoul
to participate in an invitational from its previous playing at Til- be made before Dec. 11 and fret-:
Christmas tournament in Pad- ghman. Lone Oak has a brand ing cards for local deliver
ucah December 27-28, and has new and modern gym.
should be mailed not later thio
Last year the Bulldogs parti- Dec. 14.
accepted.
An unprecedented 1,284-mile highway program for
Local officials declined to com- cipated in a Christmas invitatPackages may be marked "I)
, costing $350,000,000 and scheduled for conKentucky
ment furthur until the official ional at Mayfield.
"
Until
Christmas.
Not Open
Other teams contacted for the
during the next three years, announced earlistruction
invitation is received, but they
Each year we say to ourselves
did state that a phone call re- Paducah tournament include some
was pin-pointed last weekend with publicaer
fall,
this
"this year we're going to
garding the tournament was re• of the strongest in the region.
of the roads to be improved, in the Sunday
a
map
of
have everything packed and ready
tion
ceived here Monday. It is believ- North Marshall, South Marshall,
to go in the early afternoon . . "
e Courier-Journal. .
Louisvill
that the Bulldogs will welcome Fulton County, Symsonia, Benton,
ed
but somehow Wednesday has a
A 4-H Club at Beelerton was
the invitation to play in the 8- Tilghman, besides the host team,
Examination of the vast project reveals that Fulton,
miserable habit of always com- team invitational affair at Padu- Lone Oak.
organized November 22 with the
a major highway hub in Western Kentucky,
presently
ing right before Thursday and
following elected to office:
you know Wednesday is press
benefits from three different jobs:
major
reap
will
President, Jimmie Wilkerson;
day and Thursday is ThanksgivU. S. 51, which had been given the map refers to. The News will
Vice-President, Richard Hopkins;
ing. While I am always thankful
a top priority in the 5-year plan attempt to obtain clarification of
Secretary-Treasurer, Jane Hicks;
for the day set aside as Thanksof the Wetherby-Bill Curlin re- this particular project at an early
Reporter, Donna Vaughan; and
giving I hold a severe grudge agime, will at last be rebuilt in date.
Foy.
Charlotte
Leader,
Recreation
chiroFulton
Barker,
Dr. Virgil
gainst those Pilgrims for picking
A basket in the last 15 seconds
entirety from Cairo to Fulton.
its
t
at
were
present
Thirty-eigh
At any rate, Fulton will obThursday. Seems to me they could practor. has been elected Presi- of play gave the Fulton Bull- the meeting, including County
While no more details are releas- viously retain its position as a
have selected Friday . . a nice dent of the YMBC in Fulton, and dogs a 64-63 victory over the Agent Warren Thompson and
ed at this time, it may be pre- major north-south traffic hub
day at the end of the week . . . . other newly-elected officers in- Carlisle County Coments in a home demonstration agent Mrs.
sumed that this will include re- with, the rebuilding of U. S. 51
President;
Vice
Jones,
D.
C.
Ilude
then people could take a long
garde played at Bardwell Tues- Mary Anna Batts.
location of the route in many in- paralleling the present route. To
week-end. But no, they had to Ed. Engel, Secretary, and Berths day night.
MAJOR REBUILDING of US stances in order to eliminate the South of us, Tennessee has
pick Thursday, which sandwiches Pigue, Treasurer.
The Comets had led all the
51 between Fulton and Cairo will numerous bad curves, the rebuild- already stated that it proposes to
At a dinner meeting last week, way until the closing seconds
In the week-end, makes the bebe the biggest single Kentucky ing Of the hazardous "overhead build 4-lane routes for U. S. 51
is
putit
that
reported
Club
the
all
as
hectic
week
the
of
ginning
The halftime score was 35-28.
project in the Purchase, bridge" over the I. C. tracks four and for U. S. 45-E to the KentucHighway
its
treasury
from
$900.00
up
ting
get out . . and when Thursday
It was the first game of the
miles n(4,b of Fulton-at the "Y" ky line, and both will obviously
to Courier-Journal map, junctior
according
collected
$900.00
another
to
match
rolls around were so pooped and
season for Fulton, defending reServices for Walter William above. The heavy black lines inith KY 94 to Hick:Min, continue to converge on Fulton
for
tired we are only thankful that from downtown merchants
gion champions.
Evans, local druggist, were held dicate routes scheduled jor im- the relocation thru Clinton, al- from the South.
they gave up this crazy business Christmas lighting, and that the
Jackie Forrest, Fulton guard, Friday, Nov. 22, at 2, at the First provement and include, besides ready underway, and other imThe Kentucky program does
of two Thanksgivings., that we lights were due to be installed led the scoring with 23 points. Baptist Church. The Rev. John US 51, a sizeable portion of VS provement.
ng
by
Thanksgivi
not indicate any improvement on
operating
and
'
couldn't take.
Gordon Brent scored 17 for Car- Laida, pastor, officiated. Burial, 45 through Mayfield and toward
Cemetery street and sixth street U. S. 45 north from Fulton to
night.
lisle County.
under direction of Whitnel Fu- Paducah, as well as improvement in Fulton, both city routes on the
Bill Warren and Glen Byrd Fulton
Mayfield during the next three
But you know In between all
11 28 44 84 neral Home, was in Green Lea of a portion of the Mayfield-toU. S. 51 and U. S. 45 routing with- years, although the News underthis merry-go-round life we all have been admitted as new mem- Carlisle County
20 35 50 63 Cemetery.
Benton route, and other roads in the city limits, will be widen- stood this year that the improvelead. I'm thankful for so many bers.
Felton (64)
Mr. Evans, 72, founder and around Paducah.
ed and paved from the junction ment of the Wingo-to-Mayfield
sometimes
things, that I wonder
F—Pigue 18, Jones 14, Morrow senior partner of Evans Drug
at the by-pass down to Eddings stretch of US 45 was just a part
how I ever have the nerve to Rotarians Will Hear
C—White 9, Davis.
Company, died at his home at
Street. This project had previous- of an overall improvement plan
complain about one solitary thing. Professor Steely
CardFrazier,
23,
Wednesday
Street,
Forrest
Eddings
G—J.
101
ly been announced as a "future" for the route which included addafternoon at 5:20.
Frank Steely, professor of Soc- well.
project of the department months itional mileage toward Water ValOf course I am most thankful ial Science at Murray State CollCarlisle County
He had been in ill health for
ago
and was announced by the ley. Instead, the route will be
.
.
.
things
for the important
F-- Rowland 8, Meshew 10, five years but seriously ill only
ege, will be the featured speaker
as such, but at that time improved from Mayfield northNews
wondertwo lovely children with
for a few days.
at the Fulton Rotary Club next Gholson 3, Burgess 1.
no date for construction had de- ward toward Paducah. (See
ful health and minds; my parents, Tuesday noon, speaking on "Who
C—Todd 14
Mr. Evans, who lived most of
finitely been stated.
map).
who at this advanced age in their and What's in the news."
G—Brent 17, Wilmouth 1, Wat- his life in Graves county, was
The third project can be one
Kentucky's program does not
wonderful lives are still with us;
a druggist with his brother, Leon,
The speaker was arranged for son, Terry 9.
how
on
depending
of two things,
graphically that anything of
show
a right nice fellow who heads by "Happy" Hogan, who will be
in Mayfeld, before starting his
you take it. (See map). The proimportance will be done
major
the house of Westpheling; for our in charge of the program.
business in Fulton 37 years ago
ject is stated as the "rebuilding
between Fulton and Murray on
friends who stand by us when the
Enrolls
Norman
He was born Nov 2, 1885, in
Harold
a
almost
for
road"
Line
of
State
blessSedalia, Ky., the son of the late
going gets rough; for the
the KY 94 (except for the aboveAl Washington U.
mile, and is presumed to.
mentioned mile of possible street
ings we enjoy every day Of
of
Beat
SIaeiAne
Harei,d Thomas Norman, Rural James Monroe and Winnie Ann
LINE ROAD will be rebuilding
in Fulton), nor does it indicate
STATE
lives.
Evans.
Dunbar
among
is
•eastward
Route 5, Fulton. Ky,
from the OK Laundry
But there are many other Urines
Mr. Evans was chairman of Unproved almost a mile, said the toward the Country Club. How- work on KY 94 to Hickman, nor
The following were patients in 13,050 students enrolled in Washthe above Fulfor
caption
Ky 116.
for
C-J
for which I am equally grateful
board
city
school
the
Fulton
ever, the map indicates that the
the local hospitals Wednesday ington University for the 1957-68
. . . and sometimes my thanks
years and served as treas- ton city Map, but the heavy Mack project is in the Highlands, and
several
A rumored by-pass of U. S. 45
H.
A.
Ethan
Chancellor
year,
know no bounds for my grati- morning.
baseball team line is not State Line, but the not State Line road at all.
Fulton
the
of
to the east of Fulton,
urer
around
announced.
has
Shepley
Jesse Haspital:
of U. S. 51 through Hightude.
State Line road, east, is badly which was a topic of conversaNorman is enrolled in the Gra- in the Kitty league. He was a route
Mrs. Ray Adams, Martin; Mrs.
and
Oemetery
--of the First Baptist lands. Howeveri,
in need of...rebuilding, but this is tion in local business circles
Charlie McCollum, Mrs. C. M. duate School of Arta and Sciences. member
Sixth Streets, also mentioned for not a fe&ral route and might earlier this year, was nowhere
I am thankful that the wise
High Church.
Ky.,
Fulton,
of
graduate
AdkinA
Jim
Bill
Carlisle,
Clark,
were
guys who made the calendar
He is survived by his wife, improvement, are not "black -lin- not qualify as a primary road mentioned in the list of projects.
son, Mrs. Hershel McKinney, Mrs. School, he previously attended
thoughtful enough to stop at 24
Jettie Thomas Evans; a ed" either, so perhaps all four (526 miles to be built), although
Mrs.
This vast road-building proCollege
Bolton,
Murray
. . durned if I James Raffety, Charles
hours a day
Mrs. Flynn Powell of are on the ichedule.
daughter,
it would as a secondary road (354 gram is without precedent in
George
Richman,
W.
J.
Mrs.
minutes
fifteen
could take another
Fulton; three grandsons, Thomas
miles to be built), and also as a Kentucky's 165-year history.
Hardy Sr., Mrs. W. L. Shelby,
tacked on . . . I get beside myEvans, James Richard and Walter
PLAN YOUR LIGHTING
It is to be underwritten in part
street (83 miles to be built).
city
Russell,
C.
B.
Wilbanks,
Gordon
self with gratitude that the good
Williams Powell, all of Fulton;
by
a $100,000,000 bond issue auth51
US
should
hand,
the
other
Fields
On
Roy
Mrs.
Carter,
James
A demonstration and discuss- and several nieces and nephews.
Lord only made one of inc. . . I
last year by Kentucky votorized
through
route
four-lane
a
be
made
Fulton.
of
all
Ross
and Teddy
ion of interior and exterior
get so impossible to live with Felton Hospital:
Kentucky as it planned by Ten- ers to match federal funds. The
conbe
will
two,
lighting
were
Christmas
there
sometimes that if
NEWCOMF.11151
nessee thru that State, an addi- rest will be paid for with regular
Howard Wade, Water Valley: ducted Wednesday December 4th
people would go around devising
om
route through the High- revenues that pour into Highway
tional
fr
Mags
Hickman;
Cumnrins
Legionaire
George,
J.
B.
C.
Mrs.
Leslie
and
Mr.
Fulton
in
American
out
at the K U auditorium
their own Sputtniks to get
may become necessary, Department coffers at the rate of
gather
lands
Crutchwill
baby,
from
and
week
last
gie
in
Alexander
Kentucky
Fulton
arrived
will
Cookies
throughout
of my way .. . . I'm thankful field; Mrs. J. B. Norman, Wingo: by Marie Holland.
Lake
conceivably be what more than $75,000,000 a year.
could
which
their
Kentucky
make
to
slides will be Drew, Mississippi
at Kenlake Hotel,
that the Federal Cummunications L C. Wilson, Water Valley; be served; special
the State Park, Saturday, November
by
employed
is
He
here.
home
cordially
is
public
frethe
and
shown,
radio
its
Commission limits
Mrs. Edd Watts, Wingo; invited.
Express Company.
30, for a Homecoming Celebratif people could start Mr. and
quencies .
Chester Shelton, Wingo; Mrs.
ion honoring William C. "Speedy"
radio elation' at their pleasure, Cannel Mathis, Union City; Mrs.
a
Allen, Marion, State Commander
be
would
country
whole
the
M. E. Aydelotte, Water Valley;
.
the Legion.
of
idiots
revolving
population of
J. R. Nethery, Water Valley; Mrs.
The festivies will include a
and to tell you the truth, I'm R. V. Putnam Sr., Mrs. L. C.
testimonial dinner beginning at
just plum thankful.
Adams, C. W. Burrow, Mrs. S.
6:30 p. m. The dinner will be
year
By Mary Nene Wright
each
and
ago,
years
the
nine
week
last
of
Saturday
On
G. Ellison, Charles Reams, Mrs.
by a dance in the KenSo today as you read this little Carrot Johnson, Lillie Hall, Mrs. Fulton Bank mailed out Christ- since its beginning, this form of followed
Ball Room.
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
ole column let me wish each and Hubert Cannon B. B. Stephenson, mas Club checks to Club mem- Christmas savings has shown a lake
increase. The nearly
substantial
$51,753.50,
everyone of you, your friends and
record
a
totaling
bers
on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.
day
Mrs. J. T. Travis, Mrs. Mike Fry,
PANCAKE BREAKFAST
your families, a very happy and Mrs. Sam Reed and Walker Conn according to an announcement by 25% increase this year over last,
will
Club
Woman's
Junior
The
acprayerful Thanksgiving and
M. R. Jeffress, cashier, this week. however, represents the greatall Of Fulton.
have an Aunt Jemima pancake
cept my heartfelt thanks for the HillvIew Hospital:
The record amount, largest in est single gain ever, and shows
breakfast at the First Baptist
have
you
Ken
the
of
kindnesses
residents
thrifty
THANKSGIVING—"Whereas, it is the duty of all
that
repremany, many
Helen McClain, Lynnville; the bank's history, also
Mrs.
dining room on Dec. 4.
Church
my
and
better
me
plan
the
like
to
area
Tenn
of
jump
s
tremendou
always extended
a
to acknowledge the providence of Almighty God,
sented
nations
T.
Mrs.
Mrs. Roy Jones, Wingo;
Pancakes, meat, coffee or milk
family. There's not enough Ink
$9,943.25 over the 1956 Club, than ever.
Alfred
m.
a.
Hickman;
His will, to be gratLfi1 for His benefits and
10
obey
to
Curtin.
to
6
from
N.
served
be
to
will
A sizeable portion of money
in the shop, or paper either,
amounted to $41,810.25,
Hoyle, Martin; A. L. Roper, Mrs. which
to
to
are
implore His protection and favor ...
Christmas
we
humbly
for
used
grateful
is
saved
how
thus
,
you
comparison
By
tell
Bobby Matthews, Mrs. G. C. stated Jeffress.
PLEDGES SORORITY
over purchases, and its effect is readORE, I do:frcomrnrind . . that we
Club
1958
NOW,
you . . . our friends and readers.
the
THEREF
of
gain
the
Gates,
is
Nell
Tommie
-Fulton,
Overby, Miss
Miss Nancy Adams,
noticeable in Fulton after the
ily
around
was
Club
1955
the
g unto him our sincere and
Irwin
in
renderin
all
unite
installed by the may
Mrs. Russell Moore, Mrs.
checks have been received. Local one of 14 pledges
at
Sorority
Iota
Sheaffer, Mrs. Hubert Lowe, Mrs. $2,000.00.
Alpha
His
for
care and protection of
kind
thanks—
humble
Sigma
The Fulton Bank inaugurated stores reported Christmas buying
Ruel /Pulcher and Holmes MitMurray State College
weekend.
signal and manifold
the
—for
last
of
his
"good"
country
people
the
about
plan
Club
the Christmas
chell all of Fulton.

News Estimates Value At Over 1,tillion Dollars.
To Fulton Proper; U. S. 51 Will Be Rebuilt

A New 4-H Club Is
Begun At Beelerton

Barker Heads YMBC; Bulldogs Win Their
First Game, 64-63
Club Buys Lighting

Services For Walter
Evans Held On Friday

••=11.

HOSPITAL NEWS

State Legionnaires
Meet At Kenlake

r%

Diary Of uom s

Fulton Bank Mails Out $51, 753.50 in
Christmas Savings; A New Record High

Sonia Babb Wins Second
In Speech Contest

Miss Sonia Babb, 15-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elvis
sopBabb of South Fulton and a
High
homore at South Fulton
School, won second -place honors
"Voice of
In the Obion County
Democracy" contest Saturday at
Union City.
by
The contest was sponsored
cothe Union City Jaycees, in
operation 471th the national chamMary
ber. First place was won by
Cloverdale
of
Sellars
Lynn
Miss Lena Lou Moss, 15, also
Fulton,
a sophomore at South
mention
won second honorable
Moss
in the same contest. Miss
Mrs
and
Mr.
of
daughter
is the
R. H. Moss of McConnell.
The contest had 16 entries. Miss
been
Babh and her parents have
invited to be special guests at
the next Jaycees meeting Dec. 3
at the Grill in Union City, where
Miss Babb will again deliver her
speech and receive her award along with the first and third winners.

Life Of W. 1. Holland Portrayed For PTA Program
The West Fulton PTA, in staging its annual Dad's night supper last Friday night, paid a
happy tribute to a surprised
guest: Superintendent of Schools
W. L. Holland.
The program, arranged by Mrs.
Hendon Wright, was presented
in narrative "This is your life"
form. Mrs. Wright had gathered
material on his childhood and
early school days, which she told
to the delight of the audience as
well as Mr. Holland. At different
stages of her narrative, a Western
Union boy appeared with telegrams from his three sisters and
a brother. A telegram was also
received from Coach Ed Diddle,
a personal friend and schoolmate
at Centre College. Mr. Holland
had received an appointment to

both West Point Military Academy and the Naval Academy at
Annapolis, hut he said that probably Ed Diddle was the one who
influenced him to turn those and
go to Centre.
Mr. Holland's lovely wife, the
former Ann Flournoy Read, was
brought to the stage, and she
was presented a corsage, as Mrs.
Wright told about their Wedding,
which took place April 11, 1929.
Several local people appeared
who had close associations with
Mr. Holland after he came to
Fulton. Vernon Owens, who was
a classmate at Centre College,
told some riotous experiences
which happened to Mr. Holland
while he was in college. Frank
Gibbs was a member of his football team which he coached at

South Fulton High School. Mrs.
Gilson Latta was at the wedding,
and she told about their wild
ride afterwards, trying to evade
the pranksters on their way to
catch the train at Clinton.
Ernest Fall, Jr. related a hilarious experience that happened on a duck hunting trip they
took togethet. Maxwell McDade
told some funny stories about
football execursions he and his
wife had taken with the Hotlands, and Miss Mary Martin
spoke of the close association
she had had with Mr. Holland in
Fulton High School all through
the years. Frank Beadles, chairman of the Board of Education,
then presented Mr. Holland a
gift in appreciation of his services
to the school and the community.

• I

Mrs. Wright closed the program with some appropriate remarks, and she expressed everyone's feelings when she said that
Lawrence Holland may always
cherish the love and respect of
all his students as well as the
citizens of Fulton.
The program was tape-recorded by facilities of Station WFUL
and rebroadcast Sunday afternoon. The tape was then sent to
Mr. Holland's son, Read, who is
living in Indonesia, where he is
teaching with a UK contract
team.
After the dinner, and prior to
the program the President, Mrs.
George Moore welcomed the
large crowd present and Mrs. Win
Whitnel presented awards to
several rooms attaining top membership in the recent drive.

mercies and the favorable interposition of His providence—for the great degree of tranquility, union and
plenty which we have enjoyed—for the civil and religious liberty with which we are blessed . .
AND also that we may unite in most humbly offering
our prayers and supplications to the great Lord and
Ruler of Natipns and beseech Him to pardon our national and other transgressions'.
These are the words spoken by
George Washington—so MANY
October 3, 1789.
years ago
And—"we doubt if the reasons
for offering thanks have ever
been more succinctly or sincerely
expressed than by the Father of
our country.
And now in this year of one
thousand nine hundred and fiftyseven, may Americans throughout the length and breadth of
our great land acknowledge that
our manifold reasons for expressing thanks far outweigh the
problems we have experienced
and are still experiencing, that
these problems may prove but

stepping stones to broader horizons and additional reasons for
expressing thanks in the twelve
months to come.'
We know that all of you will
have a HAPPY THANKSGIVING and Your Diarist sends a
SPECIAL greeting to EVERYONE! Come Thursday and we
will be wending our way toward
Muscatine, Iowa where we will
be guests of some of our DEAREST friends, Cmdr. Bill and
Gerry McMahan and thuir little
daughter, Karen. It will seem
strange to be away from HOME
Continued on Page Four

„
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The Mississippi Again "Comes Into Its
For the past several months Wickliffe, Ky. has been in a frenzy of speculation over the disposition of 1800
acres of land fronting the river on
either side of the community. Earlier
this year a firm of Paducah attorneys
obtained options on 1200 acres of land
north of Wickliffe and 600 acres south
of the town for a "third party", and
the options have been taken, and title
secured for Ihe client. As yet, no one
knows who the client is. But the speculation is that whoever it is, it's "big"
The whole episode points up the
fact that the Mississippi river is again coming into its own as a major
freight artery, because so many giant
manufacturing plants are locating
along the Ohio, the Mississippi and
tributary streams, utilizing economical water freight for their requirements. We would say that communities who are located on the river may
find themselves in more fortunate
positions than their inland neighbors
in the next few years, as more factories seek the remaining uncrowded locations available
The Kentucky Department of Eco-

nomic Security reports that since
1948, a total of 957 manufacturing
plants have established themselves in
Kentucky, and another 187 have expanded in the same period, and that
many of these industries have contributed directly or indirectly to almost
doubling of the freight load carried
on the Ohio River in the years between 1948 and 1956. As 664 miles of
the 981-mile Ohio lie within Kentucky's northern border, citizens of the
Commonwealth can take pride in the
fact that tonnage on the entire length
of the waterway jumped from 42,792,487 in 1948 to 76,376,633 in 1956.
This increase of 33,584,146 tons is
traceable largely to,recent industrial
developments on and near various
sections of the Ohio and its tributaries, with a creditable share of it
originating or ending in Kentucky
rivers or Kentucky parts on the Ohio
itself.
Principal items carried on the Ohio
include iron and .steel finished and
semi-finished products, chemicals,
sulphur; gasoline and oil; coal and
coke; stone, sand and gravel.-

Fulton Slated For Major Highway Improvement
Word that U. S. 51 from Fulton to
Cairo will be included on the State's
vast $250,000,000 highway improvement program during the next three
years was received with considerable
pleasure in Fulton this week. A map
of the anticipated state-wide program
of primary road improvements appeared in last Sunday's Louisville
Courier Journal.
We would say that word was received with pleasure for three reasons: One, because the current federal super-highway program had eliminated a Memphis-Cairo route and
left a lot of doubt in Fulton that U. S.
51 would get any attention from Kentucky because of other commitments;
two, because there has been fear in
some sources that should U. S. 51 be
rebuilt, it would by-pass Fulton by
many miles: and three, because Kentucky's new Commissioner of Highways, in showing off his projects,
stated that he "intended to adhere to
that program, and to resist pressures
to modify it for political ends."
The study also indicated that the

proposed Cairo-Nashville federal
super-highway, authorized by federal decree earlier this fall, may come
"late" in the program, meaning that
it might be 13 to 16 years off. With
U. S. 51 on the "immediate" schedule,
this would mean that Fulton will enjoy a terminal position for Florida
bound traffic for another ten years or
SO.

Other improvements scheduled for
Fulton were not clearly indicated.
The C-J story stated that State Line
road would be rebuilt for almost a
mile, but the accompanying map indicated a stretch of the U. S. 51 bypass through Highlands. We are hoping that the State Line road project
is indeed true, and that it refers to
that section of the street from the
downtown area eas'-.yard toward the
Country Club.
At any rate, Fulton is apparently
going to receive many fine benefits
from the tremendous program, aclaimed as "unprecedented" in scope
in Kentucky's 165-year history.

11111111,01VErTH OF THII WANE

Why I Wrote About Christ's Death
SIM

By Jim Bishop, Author
of "The Day Christ Died"
A JEWISH banker was dying. A
priest held his hand. These two were
old friends. The priest, better than
anyone, knew the great love this man
had for all children of all faiths, and
how much he had given of his wealth.
The banker looked up at his old friend
and tried to smile. "I die a disciple of
Judea," he said. "In a way, I envy
you your Jesus. He had enormous
love to give, and He proved it by
dying for everybody. How much
more a mystery He would have been
had He not died, my friend."
The banker spoke my thoughts. In
dying, Jesus proved in pain the love
He had for all men. His resurrection
proved His divinity, but it was of
benefit only to those of little faith.
They needed proof. He gave it. But
when He died, He died as a man susceptible to fear, to pain, to doubt, to
mental torture. It had to be this way
because, if He did not, He would have
felt none of the cruelty man inflicted
upon Him.
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Voted 'Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
In 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Post Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentuck7

Published Every Thursday of The Year
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
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AND SO, with my daughter Gayle,
12, I went to Jerusalem to see with
my doubting eyes, to listen with my
wavering ears, to think with my apprehensive mind, of all the truths one
can find in the city where, 2,000 years
ago, He washed the feet of twelve
men, including a traitor.
In time, I wrote a book about what
I saw and what I heard, and what I
read. It is called THE DAY CHRIST
DIED. It is a reporter's re-creation of
the events from the time of the last
supper until after the crucifixion.
Each chapter covers one hour of that
last day. It is far from a perfect book
—a book can only be as strong as its
author—but every word of it represents the truth as God gave me to see
the truth.
THE WHOLE TIME I was in Jerusalem, I was in awe. Not so Gayle.
The faith of the very young is so
strong that all that we learned was
mundane to her. She stood in the
Garden of Gethsemane and looked at
the walls of Jerusalem, 900 feet to the
west.
"Dad," she said, "remember the
part where the Bible says that Our
Lord was praying here and He woke
the apostles and said that the betrayer was coming" I nodded. "Well,"
she said, "now I understand it because if He was kneeling here, He
could see the walls of Jerusalem. At
two in the morning, Judas came
through that gate over there with the
torch-bearers and Our Lord could see
them. Who else would be marching
with torches at that hour"
PLEASE GOD, I said to myself,
give that kind of faith to more people.
Between two evils, choose neither;
between two goods, choose both.
—Tyron Edwards

STRICTLY BUSINESS

hymervalis;•

"Did you ever get that certain urge ...*

FROM THE FILES:—

TURNING BACK THE CLOCK —
November 24, 1937
Jane Lewis, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. 0. Lewis, Fulton,
was recently elected seceetary
of Chi Detre Phi. honary literary fraternity for women at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Eugene Demyer and Bob White
returned to their homes in Fulton Friday afternoon after an
extended hunting trip in Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Hogan
of Paris Tenn. announce the
birth of a son, Don Henry, born
Friday night.
Mrs. Lawrence Holland and
Mrs. Uel Killebrew, operators of
Killebrews Floral Shoppe, on
Commercial Avenue, spent last
week-end in Memphis. Tenn.
where they attended a florists
convention.
_
Mrs. George Rucker. Mrs. Paul
Workman and daughter Patsy
Ruth returned Thursday to Fulton (corn Los Angeles, Calif.
where they spent three weeks
with Mrs. F. C. Robinson and
Mr. Robinson.
Entertaining her weekly bridge
club and several visitors, Mrs.
Joe Bennett, Jr was hostess to
a well planned bridge party.
Thursday evening at her home on
Eddings St.
Four tables of players were

This is always a "tough" week
to get out a paper, because Thankgiving falls on the day that you
normally get it, and we have no
choice but to print it on Wednesday and let it lie in the post
office until Friday morning. And
sometimes, after 36 hours off the
press, the news ain't so newsy.
And that makes us most unhappy; our avowed aim is to provide the latest news, as well as
a week's summary of the area
and local news.
If you learn of some important news at times like this,
WFUL will be very grateful to
you if you will call it in so it
can be broadcast And that not
only goes for this week, it applies
anytime! To adapt a little expression from Arch Ward of the
Chicago Tribune: "WFUL Depends.... upon Its friends."
The Kentucky-Tennessee game
annually provokes a lot of goodnatured rivalry in Fulton between
alumni of the respective schools
as well as between Tennesseeans
and Kentuckians in general,
hereabouts, and last week's big
upset of the Vols by the neartoothless Wildcats was no exception.
Most of the laughs this week
down on Church and Main Streets
were on ex-Tennessean Bobby
Scates, who had nonchalantly
posted the Vols to win, 47-0.
On the bulletin board of the
Coffee Shoppe Monday morning
was the following:
"IN MEMORIAM"
Funeral Announcement: Tennessee Vols (passed out). Services
were held on Stoll Field Saturday November 23, 1957, with the
Kentucky Wildcats completely in

present which included two
tables of regular club members
and two tables of visitors. The
visitors were: Mesdames Ward
Busha rt, William Blackstone;
Harry L. Bushart, Charles Murphy, Jr. Wallis Koelling, Robert
A. Binford and Homer Edwards.
At the conclusion several games
of progressive contract the high
score among club members was
held by Mrs. Leslie Weeks an
Mrs. Murphy held high score for
the guests. Both were presented
lovely prizes.
Late in the evening the hostess
served a delectable salad plate.
Mesdames Wallis Koelling, William Blackstone, Arch Huddleston. Jr. ad Maxwell were hostesses when the Junior Woman's Club
met Friday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Koelling on Fourth Street.
Twenty-three members and one
visitor, Mrs. M. L. Parker, and
two new members Miss Kellena
Cole and Mrs. Paul Jones.
The chairman, Mrs. Huddles
tonpresided over the regular
meeting during which time plans
were made for the annual tubercluosis seal campaign which will
start the week after Thanksgiving.
After the meetig a social hour
was enjoyed by all and the hostess
served delicious refreshments.
Rev. Woodrow nailer returned
to his home on Second street Friday after spending several days
in Louisville, Ky.
•
1gDHP

draws.
For the benefit of Read Holland in Indonesia, and our other
subscribers in Norway, Oahu,
Alaska and Mexico, who might
not otherwise yet know the score,
The Wildcats whipped the Vols.
20-6.
Although we have yet to figure
out exactly why, we understand
that in the near future, General
Motors dealers throughout the U.
S., including at least two here in
Fulton,will soon be selling German-make autos, adding a lowpriced "economy" car to their
lines.
With all of our amazing massproduction manufacturing
methods, we still can't (or don't)
turn out a car, stripped of junk,
built for real gas mileage, at an
initial cost of under $2000.00.
The German-made "Opel" will
be a 2-door sedan with all-steel
body, powered by a 4-cylinder
engine. Price and initial show
date will probably be announced
In another month or two.
A recent statement by a government official indicated that
cigarette consumption this year
would average 3,400 cigarettes per
person for everyone in the nation
over 15 years old.
That is an average of a little
better than one cigarette every
'wo hours for 16 waking hours
day, 7 days a week, eer person
. . . about a half-package a day.
Much to my personal disgust, I
contribute more than my share.
Up at Calhoun, Ky. recently a
fellow knocked on the jail-house
door, asking that he be locked up.

It seems that a certain Jack
Johnson was in the jail at Calhoun, decided to escape, dug a
hole in the outer wall, squeezed
out and dropped 16 feet to the
ground
The drop broke his ankle, and
thus immobilized, about all be
could do was ease on around to
the front door and ask readmission so he could get medical aid.
They let him in.
Over at Russellville a couple
of weeks ago James Lyne, secretary-treasurer of the local Savings and Loan Association, was
noiselessly writing a letter in
longhand at his desk in his office.
Hearing subdued noises that
sounded like somebody forcing
the front door, Lyne picked up a
pistol, crept around for a view
of the front and surprised an intruder, who just entered.
Lyne marched the man, an itinerant visitor with a Mexican address straight to the police station, and listened to the following
glib story:
The man claimed be was looking for a notary and had been told
at the courthouse (where nobody
was on Wednesday afternoon)
that he would find Mr. Lyne as
his desk (where normally he
never is on Wednesday). He also

claimed the place Was open, ems
he just walked in.
And this one from the Ketucky
It Lsh-Amencan, Louisville:
CRIME WAVE STOPPED
Two judges who never got
along so well were arrested for
speeding. Arriving in court they
found the chamber empty so they
decided to appear before each
other. The first judge put on his
cloak, mounted the bench, rapped
with his gravel, and said, "First
case? You are charged with exceeding the speed limit. How do
you plead?"
"Guilty" said the other judge.
"You are hereby fined $5 by
this court. Step down. Next ease."
They changed places and the
second judge also pleaded guilty
to the speeding charge.
Pliunmm", said the judge on
the bench, "this is the second
ease we've had this morning of
this kind; they're becoming far
too numerous. Tea deilars or tosi
dark"

RUPTURE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" 'Trues
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors

City Drug Co.. Fulton

Gorham
Towle — Wallace
Lunt — International — Heirloom — Sterling
_
_
Bulova — Elgin — Gruen — Hamilton
Longines — Whittnaur — Beams Watches
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BIBLES
Complete Assortment

SPECIAL SALE — LARGE BIBLES
LARGE PRINT -- $3.98

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Fulton

Lake Street

1 wasted as boa part of Christ's
Myetical Seely ... to adore Hint ia
the Mum ... se find Him in the
Holy Eucharist ... as receive His
sanctifying grace ... to be assured
oi the forgiveness of my sine.
"... I wanted the Holy Spirit to
fill every bit of me from the top
of my head to the tips of my toes
... to slip my hand into my Father's
and say 'Lead me, Lore.
". . I wanted to learn about
ansele and saints and the Blessed
Mother, and how to prepare for
heaves; I wanted to receive the
sifts of the Holy Spirit.
1 wanted to love God above all
else, with my whole heart and soul
and mind, and my neighbor as
myself... and nowhere can I find
the pattern so clearly shown and
taught as in. the Catholic Church."
These are not the words of a
lifelong Catholic. They come from
the bean of one who was told in
childhood that Catholics are
norant and superstitious"... whose
circle of friends included no Catholics .. . who was never exposed to
the "coercion" of s Catholic priest
or the influence of Catholic
literature.
They are the heartfelt words of
a genuinely religious and deeply
sincere woman who has wandered
down many byways in search of
Christ's truth . . and now finds
peace and joy and certainty in the
last place she looked—in the Catholic Faith. A convert!
To all who seek this same certainty, the Catholic Church says
just one thing: "Investigate! Investigate! Investigate!" Find out
SUPREME

for yourself . . as thousands are
doing every day . exactly what
the Catholic Church teaches-- why
it claims to be Chrin'e Church -how it clearly charts the course that
Christ intended men to walk.
As first step, we invite you to
read a pamphlet containing the full
story of the woman convert reltre I
only in part here .
and (),-)%.
other equally heart-warn
experiences of people who hAve
returned to the Faith of their forefathers in recent months.
This remark sle pamphlet...
describing the feelings, experiences and discoveries of those who
investigate the Catholic Fsth
and embrace it... will be sent in a
plain wrapper upon reouev—without cost or obligation. And nobody
will call on you. Write today..,
Ask for Pamphlet No. KC-40.
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Farnt News, Meetings, Events
,

sten and Mrs. Wade Kart..
Me. Biers Roberts Is much imJoyce Taylor spent Friday night proved after a ' real sick spell
Mn, Sirya• Taylor • In Mayfteki as guset of Mrs. Jo about a week ago.
Mrs. Tommie Moore is not tmAnn Ellegood.
We are glad to see the sun
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mainline and provng as fast as she'd like, after
shine this morning, after having Mrs. Marguerite Stephens and having an attack of flu about, a
such a gloomy week.
Gary were the Sunday aaernoon month ago, her Sunday and SunMr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett guests of the Tremon Riclunans. day night visitors were Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Coitharp, Mr. and
and Sue or Lone Oak visited in
Mr. and Mrs. A. T Hicks, La
this vicinity over the week end. Donna arid Tim visited in the Mrs. Paul Cathey, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs Tremon Rickman George Golden hdtne of Pulgtam Roy Emerson s.rul Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Boaz House were guests Sunday. Mrs. Golden is just out Oliver Taylor.
of Mr. and Mrs. James P3legood of the hospital, she is slowly imand Tremon Dale of Arlington proving.
Go to Church Sunday
Saturday.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Matthews and Larry
were Bro and Mrs. Williams Pastor of the Good Spring C. P.
Church. Mr and Mrs. Todie McCall and Mr and Mrs. A. A. McCOMFORT & CONVENIENCE
Guire.
Mr. an Mrs. Harold Carr and
EVERY DAY
Randal df Lone Oak visited her
parents the Roy Emerson's Sunday.
Mies Constance Jones visited
relatives near Martin a few days
last week.
HEAT -HARDENED
Mr and Mrs. Weaver Thacker
called in the 0. P. Taylor home
EXTRUDED ALUMINUM
awhile Wednesday.
STORM-SCREEN
Mrs. Ira Plaines is supposed to
leave soon for Brandon. Miss.
where she will spend the winter
with her girls Mrs. Raymond Wal---

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

(Ed's isote: the foliages. inforinatioa, :applied THS KIWI
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County Agents and spriasaturta
agencies will be 0/ rPecial interest to Protrusive /arrnars in the
Ken-Tenn arm):

for the 1958 Upland Cotton Crop:
Price supports will be available
"eligible" growers (who comto
markeUng quota
national
A
with their 1958 cotton acreply
and a national acreage allotment
age allotments) at the full level
for upland cotton must be proof effective supports. (Current
claimed for the following year if
legislation provides that this supthe Secretary of Agriculture finds
port shall be between 75 and 90
upland
of
supply
total
the
.that
of parity, the minimum
percent
marketing
cotton for the current
level within this range dependyear exceeds the normal supply.
ing upon the supply situation at
For that reason a referendum on
the time the determination is
marketing quotas for the 1956
upland cotton crop will be held made.)
A farmer who exceeds his acreC.
on December 10, Mr. C
Vaughn, Chairman of the Obion age allotment will be subject to a
Counts, Agriculture Stabilization quota penalty on his excess cotand Conservation Committee, re- ton; the penalty will be 50 pertwill of the. cotton parity price as
minded farmers today
A tuitional marketing quota of of June 15, 1958. (Until this pen11,920.290 bales ,standard bales of alty is paid, the farm's entire
600 pounds gram weight) and a crop of upland cotton will be subnatioeel acreage allotment of ject to a lien in favor of the
17.391.304 acres were proclaimed United States.)
If more than one-third of the
by the Secretary of Agriculture
for the 1066 upland cotton crop growers who vote in the referenosi October 11.
dem disapprove the quotas:
The quotas will be subject to,
Price supports to eligible growapproval by growers voting in ers (who comply with their allot- Regular Member.
Mr. Bard state that all 1958
the December 10 referendum. At ments) will be .available at 50
Res. 918-7
Doron T. Colley
Phone 1334-202 Paschall St.
least two-thirds of those voting percent of parity, as directed by cotton allotments will be in the
hands of producers prior to Demust approve the quotas if they law.
AWNINGS
IRON
ORNAMENTAL
CABINETS
cember 10th.
are to be in effect.
Marketing quotas and penalties
quotas
approved
Growers have
will be in effort for the 1958 upfor upland cotton for the last land cotton crop.
four crops.
There will be 4 polling places
in Fulton County, as following:
ASSOCIATION ADVANCES Pa
Community I and H-LodgesDark Tobacco 1967 crop
ton Community House.
Community III-Roper's Store.
Support prices by grades for
Community IV-Hickman
todark-fired and dark air-cured
Hardware Implement Building,
bacco were announced today by Hickman, Ky.
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Community V-Hickman Gin
Growers Association, Murray, KenCompany, Western.
tucky Loan rates for the new
Referendum Committees as folcrop reflect Increases in ell grades
lowing:
for
ranging from 11.00 to 15.00
Community I and II-A. L.
an average Increase of more than
ALL-VINYL
R. Wil$200 for one-sucker and approx- Hancock, Chairman, T.
Richard
rman,
Vice-Chai
liamson,
imately $300 over-all increase for
,
dart-fired tobacco. according to Bellew, Regular Member.
15 piece! Rifle, spurs, 2Community HI-John Fleming,
whom 1211a. General Manager
"Pinto" spring pony
gun holster, bullets,
Growers In the Western Dis- Chairman, Parke Wheeler, Vicetrict will receive the same sup- Chairman. Chas. A. Everett, Reguitar.
badge,
Regularly $16.95
port prior for dark-fired tobacco gular Member.
Regularly $7.98
Regularly $10.98
Community IV -Raymond
as producers in the Eastern District for the first time In several Everett, Chairman, Parke Wheelyears 7'he Associations' request er, Vice-Chairman, George Hurt,
for the same supports we, ap- Regular Member.
Community V-Bert Yarbro,
proved because of the impro
greater Sr., Chairman, L B. Abernathy,
and
situation
supply
participation in the Soil Bank Vice-Chairman, Thomas Kemp,
Program
Tobacco of both types graded
44 length (25--27") w111 be supported at $1.00 per hundred leas
NOW IS THE TIME TO
than 45 length (21"-28") in accordance with previous announcements.
LET US FILL YOUR
7Nebacco tied in "Big Heads"- will
be supported at a 10% discount
BIN
for both types. Very large heads.
more prevalent In one sucker tobacco. are diMcult to redry and
Giant Size: includes two
110 pieces! 40 action-pack- 8-inch dolls, play pens
frequently must be retied before
packing in the hogshead.
ed soldiers with colorful cradle. tub, high chair and
And Chair Sets
1967 crop In the Western
battleground bass.
carriage.
District Is expected to total apSave $3.18
Save $1.10
13.000,000 pounds
proximately
Save $1.21
compared to more than 16,000,000
pounds last year
The dark air-cured market is
You'll Need it
expected to open early in December.
BEFORE LONGREFERENDUM TO BE
INT
111th,
DECEMBER
HELD
COTTON REFERENDUM
DECEMBER 10

CAPTURE
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FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term - Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass'n
A. C. Fields, Sec-Treas
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee
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Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service

DOORS
WINDOWS
SOUTH FULTON CABINET SHOP

Our TV repair men are trained to
service every standard set. Call
us for dependable service.

Roper Television

Gun lc Holster Set Palomino Pal Rocking Horse
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TEEN-AGE DOLLS
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Mr. Roy Bard, Chairman of the
Fulton ASC County Committee,
announced today that 11\11ton
County Farmers would go to the
polls and vote In the National
Cotton Referendum December
10th, 1957. Every farmer whom
was interested in the production
of cotton in 1957 is eligible to
vote.
WHAT THE VOTE MEANS
If at least two-thirds of the
growers who vote in the Decernber 10 referendum approve quotas

Get it NOW!
Immediate Delivery:
all sines on Hand.

Complete with bench; 30
keys, plays a fine tune.
Regulorly $10.95

$7.77

Metal
Folding Table

LARGE
POLY PLASTIC

Road Building Outfits
Regularly $1.49

Mickey Mouse
Club Games
$1.47

Regularly $1.98

ONLY $3.77 Special $7.77 Special, 97c Regularly $2.98 $1.77
$4.88
Dollar-A-Second TV games Special $1.49
SPECIAL; Reg. 98c
Regularly $2.98
only $1.49
"Little Miss" Laundry sets
TOYS - - only 77c
Regularly $1.98
Sabre-Jet friction planes

Aluminum art craft sets
Regularly $1.98

only $1.37

CITY COAL CO.

Friction tractor with piston action

Telephone 51

KREST kitchen sets you can really cook
with

Diaper bag sets. Reg. $2.98, only

$1.77

Lido Plastic Frontier Town sets

$1.37

Horse, rider and figures with battle scenes;
6 assorted styles

Regularly $1.98

GUARD AGAINSTi
FOOT IRRITATION

Are
You
Having
Shoe
Trouble?
Are Your FEET Gone
By 3:N P. N.?

We invite you to come in and try on one pair of
FOOT-so-PORT Shoes. Instantly you will feel the
difference.
Men's all widths and sizes to 18
Women's all widths and sizes to 14
IS
EAU
IOU"

Regularly $3.98

SHOP EARLY 4.400/ USE OUR
SAVE UP TO )a/0 LAY-AWAY PLAN

Battleground Set Nursey Room Set

nds are
ly what
is-why
botchwar that

26 inches long

Baby
Grand Piano

Special $13.88 Special $2.88

$4.99

$8.88

Phone 307

306 Main Street

Paul Potter's Shoe Shop
AND FOOT-so-PORT SHOE STORE
Union City, Tenn.
503 S. First Street
Please bring this ad with you. It is worth $1.00
on your first pair of FOOT-so-PORT Shoes.

15-inch metal Refrigerators

Piston action friction racer

only $1.57

Regularly $2.29

Large BAG '0 BLOCKS, assorted sizes. all
colors; non-toxic
Large 12-inch, I2-key xylophones with two
wooden mallets
Bell ringer, complete with hammer and
stand. non-toxic
WOODY WISDOM ASSORTMENT: excellent co-ordinotion development toys:
faces, clowns, trees. rolling pin shapes:
non-toxic colors

Large Poly-Plastic cargo planes

$1.97

Regularly $2.98
Gabriel "draw and paint" sets

$1.37

Regularly $1.98
"Sweeper 'N Dust" kits, Reg. $1.98

$1.37

"Magic Stix" building sets
Regularly $1.98

$1.47

BALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c STORE

gifts were. Mrs. Maude Jones, neat condition in this diatries. The
the Fulton Hospital.
Gerald Elliot of Detroit, Mich- Mrs. George Speight, Mrs. Mon- lad suffered for most all the years
igan has returned home after a ette Dycus, Mrs. Gilbert Bowlin, of. his life a-bed from afflictn
Mrs. C. D. Lovelace, Mrs. Doron that he has been an invalid fbr
visit with relatives in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Trevor Tucker of Colley, Mrs. Mary Lee, Mr:, about 34 years. Better reports
Memphis visited with her brother Harry Richards, Mrs. Annie Legg, are hoped for very soon.
Rev. Dempsey Henderson fillGuy Tucker and Mrs. Tucker fur Mrs. Hugh Barnes, Mrs. Raymond Murray, Mrs. Lenora Jones, ed his regular appointment at
a few days this week.
Coniteued from Plage One
Elizabeth and Harvey CaldThe many friends of Grace Mrs. Bill Jones, Mrs. Raymond New Salem Baptist Church the
past Sunday at 11 a. m. The evenon Thanksgiving — because I well and James Butts had a nice Cavender were happy to see her Fortner, Mrs. Lewis Sensing.
don't believe it has ever happen- trip to Muskegon, Michigan re- in Fulton last weekend. Grace
Mrs. Tommy Reams, Mrs. Hon- ing service was conducted by a
ed BEFORE. But—we know that cently when Harvey and James lives in Memphis now—and we're tas Verhine, Mrs. Ella Boyd, visiting minister.
Bro. Henderson left Monday
we'll have a WONDERFUL time attended the Shaw-Walker Steel, ALWAYS glad to see her when Miss Juanita Gambill, Mrs. Wales
in Muscatine—but we'll be home School there. Harvey and James she comes HOME, again.
Austin and Jane, Mrs. John Gam- for Detroit, where they will atSunday—and with you again in returned to Fulton after a week
bill, Mrs. Margaret Gambill, Mrs. tend a missionary conference of
and Elizabeth went on to Grosse
the Diary next week.
How happy we were to see Bryant Lancaster, Mrs. Jessie a local Baptist Church there.
They will be engaged all this
Paul and Jo and the "kids" will Point, Michigan where she vis- our GOOD friends, Admiral John Johns, Miss Kay French, Miss
also be on the road Thursday as ited for a few days with some of and Gloria Bottom of Vicksburg, Monette Shepherd, Mrs. Q. L. week, returning the latter part
they will go to Paul's home in OUR favorite - people—Bess and Miss. who were guests of Mayme Lamascas, Mrs. Lucille Raffety, of the week, in time ifor the
St. Joseph, Mo. to spend the Hardeman Howard—who are for- Bennett at her home on Carr Mrs. G. C. Overby, Mrs. Tillman broadcast on Radio Station
holidays with HIS PARENTS. mer Fultonians. From Grosse Street. Gloria and John ,were en Cooley, Mrs. M. L Mendenhall, WFUL in Fulton on Saturday
And we're sure that Paul's Point Elizabeth went on to New route home after a trip to Chic- Mrs. C. B. Johnson. Mrs. Her- morning.
Jerry Gayle, small son of Mr.
mother (who is one of our favor- York where she spent two weeks ago where they bought antiques man St. John, Miss Lena Roberts,
ite people) will have the TUR- and did her spring buying for for their EVER SO LOVELY Mrs. R. H. St. John, Mrs. Bob and Mrs. Harvey Donohq is being
KEY on the table when they get the store. "Sis" makes so many shop in the beautiful ante-bellum Harris, Mrs. R. E. McNatt, Mrs. carried to Memphis, Tenn. Monthere Thursday • afternoon. Mary trips up to New York and AL- home, "Anchucca" in Vicksburg. Comeala Kendall, Miss Lulela day for treatment of rheumatic
Jo and R. Paul have been sing- WAYS takes advantage of seeing And we do wish that you might McClanahan, Mrs. Ruby Gambill Fever. The lad is suffering intensely and every good wish is
ing "Over the hill to GRAND- some of the shows. This year she have seen the Bottom's station and Mrs. Robert Rucker.
extended that he may be fully
MOTHER'S HOUSE" — all week saw "Tunnel of Love", also the wagon—it was LOADED—and
long! But don't worry, friends— Mike Todd production, "Around what a TEMPTATION it was to
because the Westpheling family The World In 80 Days"—and at- get into that station wagon and • AUSTIN SPRINGS
See The
mrs. Carey Friel& •
tended two TV shows, "rve got just "browse around" for a
will also return late Sunday!
A Secret" when Douglas Fair- COUPLE of days!
banks, Jr. was on the program—
Gloria Ann small daughter of
It's ALWAYS so good to see
There'll be HAPPY, HAPPY and "What's My_ Line" when Eva
times all over the Ken-Term area Gabor was a guest. We are re- Gloria and John as they are just Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum sufas all of the "children" will come minded that Miss Gabor is cur- about as ALIVE—as anydhe we fered an attack of appendicitis
in
home from their chosen colleges. rently starring in the Broadway know! Several friends stopped by the past week and under care of
Mayme's to see them—among Dr. E. F. Crocker. She is now
Yessiree-- the ole town will take play, "Don't Go Near The
Water." whom were Mary and Joe Ben- improving at her home near here.
on a SPECIAL GLOW when
Almost the entire family of
nett, Dudley Morris, Florence
they arrive. Perhaps the reason
Lil and Byron Blagg, Jr. arrivWE decided to "get-away" for ed in Fulton Wednesday evening and Frank Beadles, Myrtle Doyle, Buton Lassiter are confined to
Nell and Fred Gibson, Mary Nelle their home with influenza, Dr.
Thanksgiving is because our "one
to spend the holidays with her and Hendon Wright.
Welles, Dresden is the attendand only" won't have „leave from sister, Florence and Frank
Saturday. November 30
Beading physician.
the Naval Academy for the hol- les at
Mayme
planned
to
go
to
Vicktheir home on Third Street.
Tobacco stripping has. been inidays—the reason— the ARMYsburg
early
Monday
morning
with
ARMY
Gene and Edra Earle Hilliard
to full sway during the entire
4ii&NrY game which will be playwere Sunday guests of Mr. and John and Gloria—we don't know week, and some of the
The
Philadelphia.
farmers
ea. Saturday at
Mrs. Ernest Hilliard in Clinton. whether she "made it"—or not— have finished that task,
NAVY
during
entire brigade of midshipmen albecause we just WONDER where
ways attend the game— so— NO
she could have found a place to the recent rainy, warm season
—at—
Congratulations to Peggy Peewhen the handling of the weed
leaves for THANKSGIVING for
has been selected spon- ride— AMONG the antiques! We was excellent.
ples
who
the midshipmen! Or for the
HOPE she DID, because we know
sor of the ROTC at UTMB, a
CADETS at WEST POINT! And
that Helen and "Mr. Mac" McBuyers from Mayfield and
freshman in secondary education
just "off the record"—Your DiarMurray markets visited in this
university, is the daughter Ghee of Vicksburg were surely
at
the
ist would be REAL happy if—
looking forward to her visit with area this week giving out valuof Mr. and Mrs. Clayburn Peeples
when you watch the game Satable and informative instructions.
them for Thanksgiving.
Fulton.
of
Main Street
Fulion
urday — you'll CHEER P0 R
Paul Rickman remains in a enGeorge Moore, son of Mavis
NAVY!
Miss
Mrs.
Pearl
Campbell
and
and George Moore has been proShepherd were hosts at
moted to airman second class Monette
There was a LOT of CHEER- within the Cadet Wing organizat- the Campbell home recently when
ING heard up Lexington way ion in the Air- Force ROTC at they honored Mrs. John Will
Dunn, the former Beverly Carol
last week— and you know why— the University of Kentucky.
St. John with a lovely miscellKENTUCKY BEAT TENNESSEE!
You know, it just doesn't matter
More congrats to Sonia Babb, a aneous shower.
As the guests arrived they
WHAT kind of season the WILD- sophomore at South Fulton who
CATS have—IF they BEAT was awarded second place in the were asked to register in a bridal
Tennessee! Everyone was in GAY Obion County Voice if Demo- book.
Mrs. Dunn was presented a
spirits and those of us who cracy Contest Saturday afterSTAYED home — a r e STILL noon. This contest is sponsored corsage of pink mums.
Several contests were enjoyed
GRIPING—about NOT going. by the Union City Junior ChamSome of the lucky ones who went ber of Commerce in Co-operat- with prizes going to Mrs. Lenora
were: Coach Charlie Thomas. Dr. ion with the U. S. Junior Cham- Jones, Mrs. G. C. Overby and
Danny Baird, Joe Treat, David ber if Commerce. Sonia and her Mrs. Lucille Raffety. They pre. to the honoree.
Homra, Ann and Herbie Hunt parents, Ruth and Elvis Babb are sented the gifts
of Mayfield, (they left the kids invited to be the special guests Mrs. Dunn received many nice
gifts.
with grandmother Ruby and to the next Jaycee meeting
Dec.
Refreshments were served afgrandfather Maxwell McDade for 3 at the Grill in Union City where
ter the gifts had been opened.
just about a week—and I do she will again
deliver her speech
Those attending and sending
WISH that you might have stopp- and receive her award along with
ed by the McDADE home during the first and third
winners.
that time—it SURE was a DIFFERENT PLACE!) Dr. Ward and
Dr. and Mrs James R. McCain
Sara Bushart took their daughand sons, Jimmy and Stephen of
ter, Lynn and Ophelia Speight to
Jacksonville, Fla. are in Fulton
see the game. Bob and Irene
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
White were there and visited
Robert McCain and aunt, Mrs.
their daughter Jane and hubby
E. M. Jenkins. Other visitors in
Matt DeBoor. Mr. and Mrs.
Grab Bags
the Jenkins home this week were
Brown Thacker attended the
Mr. and Mrs. James Huffrnan and containing 12 watches, 2 diagame and were also in Lexington
children, Emily Ann and Derry monds, at all times, uni$1
to attend a breakfast at the UnChristmas.
of Paris, Tenn.
iversity of Kentucky given in
Regardless of whether you are
honor if John 0. Barkman of the
Claude and Irene Crocker have a winner or not, you receive
Diary Section of U. K., who is rereturned from Nashville where beautiful Christmas gifts PLUS
tiring.
they attended a two-day meeting a chance of winning a watch
for Swift & Co. which was held or diamond.
The Read home on Jefferson at the Noel Hotel.
Street will take on a holiday atmosphere when Goldie Lewis and
Mrs. Elaine Mauck and son of
children, Flournoy, Nancy and Memphis spent the weekend in
— Gift Shop —
John arrive for the weekend. Lil Fulton with her aunt, Tommie Main Street
Platen
Lewis has been visiting with her Nell Gates, who is a
patient m
mother, Mrs. I. H. Read and her
sisters, Ann Holland and Lois
Hornbeak for the past two weeks.
She will return with her family
Sunday to their home in Anchorage, Ky. We HEARD that Goldie,
Laurence and John will spend
MOST of their time down on the
lake—DUCK hunting!
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Diary of Doin's

Football Game
Of The Week

RCA VICTOR
LIVING COLOR

WOOD AND
PRUITT TV

restored.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell and
daughter of Paducah, Ky. and
NLV' ISex
etlik of If* Angeles.,
cam. spent 113tithday ,with her
parents Mr. sad Mae. Ed Frields.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Lintz
visited in Mayfield last week, and
were dinner guests of Mr. and

Hilsylessesd Vineent.

How CI:Hatton
Science He*
A HOME FREED
FROM ALCOHOLISM

wruL (we L..,

Ti

Nuuthly 11:111

The

brougl
until
your

Ii

gettins
BEGINS FRIDAY

DRASTIC REDUCTIONS
LADIES COATS
by "PRINTZESS"
Were $57.75 & $49.75

Our

depart
are in

valued

w.

Now $38
A Large Group of Fall Dresses
Were Up to $19.95
Now $10

Puc.ha

giril.Weakt'SanA

A.

Line.

SECOND FLOOR
Phone

PLATFORM ROCKER SALE
95

Win A Watck

Diamond
$1.00

Jewel Box

Why Not Trade For A New or An
'OK'Used Car For Christmas??

Odie Houston has returned
from a nice visit with her daughter, Martha Neil Gaer and husband, Warren Geer at Des Moines, Iowa. While she was in the
Iowa city there was SEVEN inches of snow—but THAT didn't
slow tip the Drake University
football team of which Warren is
coach.

Dan Taylor know what you would like to
The MANY Fulton friends of
Harry Fields De Zonia will be
happy to know that he is much
improved after a recent illness.
And we want to tell both of you,
Monette .and Harry Fields, that
we've been thinking of you and
are SO glad that you're better.
We Fulton folks think maybe
you need a visit to the old
HOMETOWN!

to have: they've got it.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET,INC.
Phones 38 and 39

Fulton, Ky.

11

BEST FABRICS

Fiberglas Table Lamps

Wade's 24th Anniversary

$4.50

SALE

Every Item of Oar Huge Stock

Still In Progress

Reduced.

We have a good stock to choose from
Just let Harold Ross, Ellis Heatchcott or

V E1

_ _ "Trade with Wade and Save" _

FUR
NI
-WADE

40%

LAKE STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY

AFTER THANKSGIVING SALE
448-52 Lake

Fulton

fortified
and Anti
and heir
hogs on

STARTS TODAY
•

Reductions In All Departments
For Men -- Women.. Children

A vitami
feeding

35% S
Hog
40%

toT Our Valued

/gamut ‘44isecla

foto dtdiee4

Customers:

A column devoted to the social events of our friends
around Hickman. Call Joye at Hickman 2059 for
your social news.

The recent fire at our mill in South Fulton has
brought our milling operations to a temporary halt
until the mill can be rebuilt. We will appreciate
your kindness in "bearing with us" while we are
getting this job done.
Our feed and seed departments, as well as other
departments which were not damaged by the fire.
are in full operation, and we solicit your continued.
valued patronage.

•

We are "at your service" in two locations: On
Paschall Streit adjoining the mill, or on East State
Line. adjoining the grocery.

4C-Ittt;crd Soils
Phone 202

East State Line
V

immunize against
HOG CHOLERA

HOG CHOLERA VACCINE
Modified Live Virus,• Rabbit Origin • Vacuum Dried
- FOR USE WITH SERUM
Research shows that pigs vaccinated with Swivine
are immune in 7 days • Swivint cannot
contaminate your farm • Swivine is made by America's
largest producer of animal biolpgicals — AWED
Laboratories,Inc.
Consult your

VETERINARIAN

441pflestl•e94

•11Follemall

You know you can make yourself a gray headed, stooped and
wrinkled old woman just by trying to figure these farmers—all
I've heard this year is too much
rain—short crops — no cotton —
very little beans and hard times
for everyone. NEVERTIIELYAS
the football list each week gets
longer and most of them are the
poor farmers. Now when old Fred
says business has been bad—no
car sales—parts, gas, and shopwork has fallen off—brother we
keep our fingers crossed for fear
our picture tube will play out
for that is the only way we can
get to a ball game!
Duck and Jessie Lou Goalder
and daughter Alice were among
the early ones to leave Friday
morning. The happiest girl in
Hickman was Alice—for this is
her first visit to K. M. I. after
enrolling Dick. All of the happy
Goalders yelled their hearts out
at the U. K. game. Duck Goalder,
Plea Fields, and Buba Hale called Guy Hale as soon as they
could get to a phone after the
game to let him know how much
they missed him and wished for
him at the game--of course Guy
was walking on air because of
the final score.
It sure was lonesome over the
week-end. Martha and Buba Hale
left early Friday morning for
Danville where they saw their
son, Dub star in the English play
"The Mouse Trap." "The Mouse
Trap" is currently playing in
London, England, it has been on
the English must list for two
years. Saturday the Hales joined
friends and enjoyed the Ky. vs
Tenn. game, later returning to
Danville to see Dub at his best.
Even though Dub told them he
didn't believe they would enjoy
the play the second time—they
did just like you or I would if
our child had been acting in it.
Mary Jo and Pies Fields spent I
the Week-end in Louisville with
their son Robert Dee. They drove
over to Lexington for the game
of the year—needless to say
Robert Dee filled the Fields car
with K. M. I. friends and a wonderful week-end was had by all.
Mildred and "Pass" Whipple
drove Jimmy's car to Lexington
for him to have for the week-end.
He will keep his car and drive
the Hickman Kids home for a
grand Thanksgiving Holiday. It
will be so much fun to have our
kids home for a while; we have
missed them so much. The Whipplea were pleased with the outcome of the game, because that

meant Jimmy would be home a
day longer. Otherwise, "Poss"
might not have been too happy!
Miss Charlotte and Mr. Willie
Amberg spent a long week-end
with their daughter Mrs. M. G.
Karsrier and her family in Lexington. We are all mad at M. G.
and Alice for they are not coming
home Thanksgiving or Christmas
—it will be next summer before
they visit Hickman.
Charlotte and "Pot" Sanger
flew to Lexington Friday where
Ruth and W. R. Butt met them
at the plane and drove them off
to a week-end filled with pleasure
and parties. The Big Game was
one Of the high lights of their
week-end.

Mrs. Mary Johnston, one of my
dearest friends, celebrated her 82
birthday Tuesday. Miss Mary or
"John John" as my children call
her was my first neighbor when
I came to Hickman as a bride. Believe me, Fred would have missed many a meal that first year
if it had not been for Miss Mary.
Mable Helm, Bonnie Voorhees, May you have many more happy
and Frances Milberg spent Thurs- years with all of us!
day and Friday in Memphis fighting the crowd and making way
through the snow to buy all of
us a Christmas Gift.

E. D. Johnson and Rupert
Hornsby flew to Lexington Monday morning to attend a cotton
meeting—never f e a r, farmers,
"Hoot" and "Boogie" won't let the
government cut you 5%.
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BUILDERS SUPPLY,

double feature — FRIDAY & SATURDAY

- VITAMIN B,,
ARM ANTIBIOTICS

1111,..OM MOM

Plus--Donald's Gold Mine (color cartoon)!

THE FACTUAL Sidid OF N.Y:s
SAVAGE WATERFRONT WARS

South ninon

"(W

1361 Central Ave.

OUTP4I C'N STATES COOPERATIVE WOO fiLINCY

""P""".
"'€"..

AN
li‘HZstiir:."
RUNG • DAN DURYCA
JULIE ADAMS
•
LAUGHTER

A vitamin- and mineral-rich supplement for
feeding with torn and pasture.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.
319-31 Walnut St.

Fulton

Phone 201

ATTENTION
AIR—CURED TOBACCO GROWERS

The First Sales Of The Season Will Be Held
in Mayfield On Monday, December 2.
Four Big Warehouses In Mayfield Are Now

Open and Receiving Air—Cured For The
First Sales.

A
Party

Sales Will Be Held In Mayfield Each Monday and Thursday Until The Season Closes.

Plan It At

1111E KEG
Your One-Stop
Party Shop

SELL YOUR TOBACCO IN MAYFIELD
FOR THE BEST PRICES

Come See--You'll
Save At A & P
Soper life
Mick sliced

BACON 2 lbs 99c
COFFEE 1 lb u
Potatoesrge,„1.89
A& P
8 O'CLOCK

73A

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY

$4.80 cwt.

$4.85 cwt.
$60.00 ton
$4.25 cwt.

AT

Phone 96

Here Comes Another B-I-G Hilarious CARTOON
SHOW Just For You
FRIDAY Morning 9:30. Yessir, Boys & Girls Get
Your Gang Together And Don't Miss It! Laugh
Treat of Your Life! All Seats 25c

35% Sow and Pig Feed
__
Hog Mixture
40% Hog Producer

SEE tlutnaint

Incorporated
Walnut Street
Fulton

FRIDAY Morning! 9:30

40% PORKMAKER

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance

STIOPS SMOG PIPS

CARTOON SHOW!

Yes sir ... when those porkers
hit the 75-lb. mark, it's time
to give them Southern States
Porkmakers. These growing
ard fattening feeds wiN
really make meat in a hurry.
They're high in protein, and
fortified with the right vitamins and minerals, including Vitamin flit
and Antibiotics. You'll find they'll cut crowing time up to 2 months,
and help you get the high, early market prices. They're fops for
hogs on pastor., too. Order your feed needs today!
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Have

Shirley Samuels was a welcome
week-end guest. Shirley didn't
look like she had been sick—Mary
Samuels spent the week-end
listening to Shirley and Mary Lou
talk—talk—talk!
Carlos Lannorn, chairman of the
Hickman Emergiancy Fund presided at the seod called meeting at the Health Building, Sunday afternoon at 2:30. John B.
Castleman. chairman of the food
for' the basket committee had a
display of the food that would be
given at Christmas. These basket
will vary in size according to the
number of persons in each hunily.
A list of deserving families were

ANOTHER GIANT

Ammo wrni

summitted to be passed on by the
persons present at the meeting.
-After years of fall bazaars, one
that has set the pace /or organization, items, and food annually
is the St. Paul Episcopal preChristmas bazaar.
Tuesday was the day and from
opening hour until late in the
afternoon the parish house was
as busy as a beehive. Bill Powers
and Mary Cowgill decorated the
parish house and it was beautifully done, as pretty as we have
ever seen it.
Proudly overseeing the climax
Of months of hard work were
Grace French, who is president
of the Woman's Auxiliary at St.
Paul's, and Mrs. B. G. Hale and
Mrs. Kate Webb Johnson.
Martha E. Powers, Mozelle Travis, Cindy Hale, and Martha Hale
were supervising the rushing business of items and articles. Ringing up sales at the food tables
were Mrs. Louise Clark, Mrs.
Henry Clay, and Mrs. Helen
McNeil.
I can't speak for everyone, but
I certainly did miss the tasty
luncheon usually served.
The ladies of St. Paul did their
usual fine job on Tuesday. Their
Bazaar always wins the town's
acclaim.

*S ON 10th AVE.-

•

--WALTER MATTHAU

I

°. CHARLES MoGRAW —SAM LEVENE

SALAD
ANN
qt.
DRESSING PAGE 91..
Prices in this ad effective thru Saturday, Nov. 30
AMERICA'S FOREMOST FOOD RETAILER ...SINCE 1 SS*

MO on Da IWO* MN EEO FOLIBI III ROT Iff WM WM Lid MOM Orli

A UNIVERSAL- INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
Plus—Latest News—Fodder and Son (cartoon)!
Go Out To a Movie!!
' Get More Out of Life!

d Stores
IM MIVAVU

1

•At
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Go to Church Sunday

DEATIS

/Hearing Aid Batteries

Mrs. Vera Brechears

Complete Line
For all makes of beating ales!
Visit our Hearing' Aid Departmeet at your first egpartanitT.

CITY DRUG
108 Lake Street

Mrs. Vera Barnett Brechears,
58, died at the Fulton Hospital
Thursday night, November 21, at
11, after being a patient in the
CO.
Phone VI/ hospital for the last two weeks.
Mrs. Brechears had been liv-

FRIDAY BIG
Double Feature

ORPHEIN
AND

RICHARD(CAN
WA GET
ELVIS PRESLEY

BERNA RDINE
CINEsse.ScOPE

PAT
BOONE

LOVE ME
TENDER

•
10n

cvsep...525

ing with her daughter, Mrs. W.
C. Smith of Fulton, Route I.
She was born Sept. 17, 1899,
daughter of Robert and Fannie
Jackson Bone.
She leaves a son, Harry R.
Barnett of Edinburg. Ind.; three
daughters, Mrs. Maurice Burton,
of Edinburg, Ind., Mrs. William
C. Smith of Fulton and Mrs.
Casey Archery of Fulton; her
step-mother, Mrs. Robert Bone of
Union City; a brother I... A. Bone,
Sr. of Memphis; a sister, Mrs. C.
0. Carpenter of Detroit; two halfbrothers, Paul and Jewell Bone,
both of Union City; a half-sister,
Mrs. Eula Mae Pharis of Muskegon, Mich.; and 14 grandchildren.
Services were held Saturday at
2 p. m. at the White-Ranson Funeral Home in Union City. Burial
was in the Barnett Cemetery near
Brownsvile.

Mrs. C. N Vowel! of Paris, Tenn

National Jersey Meet
Planned For Louisville

FACD

RIGHT

RIG LOSS
A corn field will lose 93 tons of
soil in one growing season. An ,
acre of soil 6 feet deep weighs
about 1,500 tons.

Hens getting • diet containing
17 and 15.3 percent protein laid
about 5 percent more eggs than
Nolon Williams of Dukedom
Louisville will be the site of hones getting 15.7 percent prodied Tuesday morning, November the 1958 national convention of tein, says the Tennessee Agricul19, at 6 o'clock at the Hillview the American Jersey Cattle Club tural Experiment Station.
Accurate
Hospital, following a short !li- was the announcement made at
WORKMANSHIP
eu. He was 63.
the close of the two-day state
Go to Church Sunday
Mr. Williams, a retired farmer, meeting in Mammoth Cave NaAt Low Cost
suffered a stroke and was ad- tional Park.
Watches, Clocks and Time
mitted to the hospital Saturday.
Thomas King, Hopkinaville,
Fleece ef AR Wads LemMr. Williams was born Jan. 23, who was re-elected president of
Fulton—Union City Hlwity
rately Repaired at Low Oast
1894 in Tennessee near Dukedom, Kentucky Jersey Cattle Club,
son of the late W. L. and Kate told the group, "come 1,000 cat- SAT-SUN, NOV. RI, DEC. 1
Stark Williams. His wife, Mrs. tlemen from the United States
ANDREWS
(Starts at 6:55 and 8:25)
Jewell Williams, died on April and Canada are expected to atTHE COMMAND
Jewelry
Company
30 of this year.
Wth Guy Madison
tend the Louisville meeting next
He leaves a daughter, Mrs. W. June 2-4."
H. Haase of Memphis; a brother,
Other officers named were:
Jack Williams of Fulton, Route 3; Henry White, Danville, first vicea sister, Mrs. Homer Zopf of Ful- president; Floyd DeLacey, pica,
ton, Route 3; and a granddavh- second vice-president; and
ofester, Dixie Ann Haase.
sor A. Carman, Murray State
Services were held at Oak College, Murray, secretary-treaGrove Church of Christ near surer.
Dukedom Thursday afternoon,
Fifty cattlemen from all secNov. 21, at 1. Bro. Charles Wall tions of the State attended the
McConnear
of
Jones
A.
John
of Harrisburg, Ill. officiated. Burnell, Tenn. died early Saturday ial, under direction of Jackson convention. .
morning, Nov. 16, after an ex- Brother Funeral Home, was in the
tended illness.
church cemetery.
Cadet Moore Is
He was born in Weakley CounAt UK
Promoted
ty and was 80 years old.
He married Miss Martha Robey
George E. Moore, a University
Mrs. Lemi Leoti Clark, 70, of of Kentucky student from Fulton
arid two children were born. She
•
a.
7:20
at
died
4,
Route
death.
Clinton
in
preceeded him
has been promoted to airman
at
He farmed most of his life and m. Thursday, November 21,
second class within the Cadet
was a member of the McConnell Fulton Hospital.
Wing organization in the Air
Funeral services were held at Force ROTC at UK.
Q
Baptist Church.
Vo
•
yo,
.
Funeral services were held in 2 p. m. Saturday at Hopkins,
Q t?
•
Moore is a son of George E
4,
.
W. W. Jones and Sons Funeral Hopkins and Brown Funeral Moore, 208 Norman, and is a
40.
".
;
. 1411%4
4117
•.•
Chapel Monday, November 18, at Home at Clinton with the Rev. graduate of the Fulton High
2 p. m. and burial was in John- Henry Smith officiating. Burial School. He is a member of the
+411.
••••
son Grove Cemetery with W. W. was in Rock Springs Cemetery.
Kappa Sigma fraternity.
Surviving include four daughJones and Sons directing and
He is enrolled in the basic air
ters, Mrs. Bessie Robertson, St. science course which is required
Rev. J. E. Cooper officiating.
He leaves one son, Paul Jones, Louis; Mrs. Mary Freeman and for advanced AFROTC training
of Martin, Tenn; one daughter, Mrs. Rachel Sanderson, Detroit, and obtaining a commission in
Mrs. Annie V. French, of St. and Mrs. Paul Jones, Clinton; the U. S. Air Force Reserve.
Louis, Mo. Five brother, Lee two sons, Avery Clark, CrutchJones of Fulton, Ky., Huey and field, and Lafeyette Clark. DeTHE FIRST COLONEL
Bill both of Martin. Dillie of troit; two sisters, Mrs. Eugenia
Wale Wala, Wash., Lonnie of Roper, Crutchfield, and Mrs.
Kentucky's first governor, Isaac
Dresden, Tenn. Two sisters, Mrs. Lillion Jackson, Blythevile, Ark.;
Shelby, commissioned the first
with exclusive
W. D. Ozment of Gleason, and a brother, John Lyons, TiptonColonel, his son-in-law,
ville, Tenn., 15 grandchildren Kentucky
TWIN-PAK
Charles S. Todd. It became cusand nine great grandchildren.
tomary to commission any KenRIBBON
tucky soldier distinguished in
CHANGER
battle, or anyone else, native or
Only Royal Portables hats the amazing
Mrs. Russell Rucker died at foreign, who served the CommonTwin-Pak ribbon (no winding. so threadMemorial Hospital in Youngs- wealth. The practice gained legal
ing. no smudgy hands—your fingers never
town, Ohio Sunday morning Nov. sanction in 1887.
touch tbs ribbon) and the famous Magic•
24.
Margin (sets margins iststaatly, automatiCOUNCILMEN
CLINTON
Services were held there Wedcally with • Sick of tbs Snit
Bill Benedict, Arnell Klapp and
nesday afternoon.
Set your youngster as the Royal road to
She was a sister-in-law of Mrs. Fred Burton have been elected
learning this Christmas with a Royal
Ruth Copeland and Mrs. Virginia to the city council at Clinton,
Portable. Helps improve spelling. asetass
Workman of Fulton, who return- Ky. The trio will serve. with
Forrester's Shoe Shop
I.
—Brady, Phil Porter and
ed home Sunday after attending Harry
MAIN STREET
FULTON, KY her bedside.
Herschel Jackson, all holdovers.
Mrs. Virginia Workman and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Workman left
NEW SHIPMENTS
Monday night for Youngstown to
ARRIVING WEEKLY
attend the services.

Noloa Maus

STARLITE Drive-la

Mr.
Dresden,
to thel
after a
Mr. M
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night,
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RAISE GRADES
AS MUCH AS

John A. Jones

38%

Mrs. Lend Clark

SATURDAY & SUNDAY '2—BIG HITS—

NEW

Madame Apache
INDIAN PALMIST READER AND ADVISOR
Tells You Everything You Wish to Know
Are you suffering? Are you sick? Do
you need help? Do you have bad luck?
Bring your problems to Madame
Apache today and be rid of them tomorrow. She tells the PAST, PRESENT
AND FUTURE—advises on ALL the
AFFAIRS OF LIFE. There is no problem so great she can't solve (how to
hold your job, when you have failed
and how to succeed—she reunites the
separated). Upon reaching womanbood,
and realizing she had the Gcd-given
power to help humanity, Madame Apache has devoted her lifetime to this work. From the four corners of the world they
come to her—White and Colored—men and women of all races
and walks of life. There is no pity for those knowing they are
in hard luck and need help and do not come for it—one visit
will convince you She gives lucky days and lucky hands, lifts
you out of sorrow and darkness and starts you on the way
to success and happiness.

QUIET DE LUXE PORTABLE

Mrs. Russell Bucker.

Factory Returns

ASC Election Will
Be Held Friday

Open from 7 a. m. to 11 p. m. Open all day Sundays
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
Located on US 45-51 By-Pass (at Riceville)
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Across from Jim Allen's Texaco Service Station
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LOOK FOR SIGN IN FRONT OF HOUSE TRAILER
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Forrester Shoe Shop
Main Street

Fulton

Harvey Caldwell Company
DRIVE-IN OFFICE OUTFITTERS
James 0. Butts Sales Manager
Phone 874
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ATTENTION
DARK AIR-CURED
TOBACCO GROWERS
THE GIANT

MURRAY TOBACCO MKT.
DEC. 3rd. and DEC. 5th.
The Record Shows That You Get Higher Prices For Your Tobacco
On The MURRAY MARKET.THE MURRAY TOBACCO MARKET
Offers The Best Unloading Facilities In The Area. There Is Always
Plenty Of Room With No Crowding

Stop in anytime...
ineet your friends bete
—you're welcome at
all times. Ask to see
and try the latest model CONN instrument
of foot choice. No obligation. Ask about
our easy purchase plan
with RENTAL privilege.

THE RECORD SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
HIGHER PRICES — YEAR AFTER YEAR

SELL YOUR TOBACCO ON THE

MURRAY TOBACCO MARKET
ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
CHURCH STREET

Bu

Is Now Receiving Dark Air-Cured Tobacco
OPENING SAL S ARE
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Tint 22AL SANTA has many
helpers, the more talented of
whom give the most-wanted gifts
— Gorham ... America's bestloved sterling. You can show your
talent for gift-giving by choosing
from among such exquisite serving
pieces as a gravy ladle, serving
fork, lemon fork, sugar spoon, or
the many others so practical —
so glamorous! Most-wanted serving pieces are priced from $4.25
So $25.00. Illustrated are lovely
Celeste and Chantilly . . . lust
two of the IS handsome Cronus
patterns available.
Chantilly _peraine Moms 4101•11

•

Mr. Roy Bard, chairman of the
Fulton County ASC Committee
announced today that an election
will be held beginning at 10:00
a. m. on Friday, November 29, at
ASC Office, Room No. 7 for the
purpose of electing three regular
members and two alternates to
the county committee who will
administer the agricultural stabilization program in this county
for the coming year. Mr. Bard
stated that generally any person,
man or woman, who was eligible
to vote in a community committee
election in this county and who
did not run for or hold public
office during the last calendar
year, will be eligible to be elected
to the position of oounty committeeman. Mr. Bard further
stated that any interested person
may be present during this election as the election meeting will
be open to the public. The names
and address of the voting delegates and alternates to this election are the following committeemen who were elected in recent
community elections.

SHOES
for children, boys.
miaow men and women.
Hugo savings.

FULTON, KY.

'WHERE YOU CAN BANK THE DIFFERENCE"
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seems to be slow
ter Mrs. Jeanie Turner, two broMr Biggs Roberta suffered a thers Jesse of Huntingdon, Lubin
Carey Frields •
stoke Sunday morning at his of Martin, Mrs. Dora Stephenson
home on Murray Road. A speedy lila° of Martin and Mrs. Nora
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Mr. and Mrs. John blitchell,
Dresden, Tenn. have move back
to their farm in this villiage,
after a year In Dresden where
Mr. Mitchell has employment.
Friends welcome the Ukeable Misting; home. He is now driving
back and forth to work.
Mrs. B. L Doran entered Hillview hospital in Fulton Monday
night, for treatment for some
virus infection Best wishes for
• rapid recovery. She is now at.

home

for

convalacent,

recovery is hoped for him.
Funeral services were held at
Union Church of Christ the past
Wednesday November 19 at 1:30
p m. for Mr. Bob Austin who
passed away at Weakley Co. Hospital after being critically 111 for
three weeks. Mr Austin had been
in declining health for some
time. He was a life long resident
of Diet. No. 1 since the passing
of Mrs. Austin he had resided
with his son Duran and family.
which
He is survived also by a daugh-

The %Dad Funeral Home
TO THE PUBLIC In keeping with our policy of giving you the
beat. wo are pleased to announce that we have
recently installed a

NEW IIAI4MOND ORGAN

Vincent, Dukedom, severeal grandchildren, nieces and nephews.
Burial was In Morgan Cemeterey
with Bowlin and Riggs undertakers of Dresden in charge.
Rev. J. Lawrence McClain was
kicked by a cow on his limb, the
past week, and has been laid up
since, from which he has suffered Intensely,
Little Jerry Donoho is still suffering from rheumatic fever, of
which his many friends regret
to hear.
Mrs. J. C. Rickman is a victim
of flu, also Mrs. J. Clyde Johnson has been confined to her bed
with flu the pest week.
Over at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Rickman a pink and
blue shower was given in honor
of M.r. and Mrs. Tommie Rickman the past Saturday afternoon after which the many attractive gifts !were opened by
Mrs. Rickman Mesdames Cecil
Davis and Robert Rickman were
hostess and served a phrty plate
with Coca Cola and refreshment.
Rev. Dempsey Henderson filled
his regular appointment at the
New Salem Baptist Church the
past Sunday, at 11 a. m.
Mrs. Rex Frields and sister
Pansy McClain arrived Sunday
from Los Angeles, Calif. to attend the funeral and burial of
their brother Gus McClain tragic
car wreck victim that accured
Saturday night.
The down pour of rain has
covered all lowlands over this
area, our vintage was overflowed
to a depth of three or four feet.
In the house of Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Mathis• water had risen to
six inches by early Monday and
they were rescued by Harvey.

Citizens Of Tomorrow
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Road Improvemets
Announced For Area

Betty Jane Beadles, age 8, Is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Beadles of Fulton and
the granddaughter of Mrs. Gladys
Shirley MAC Greer, age 5,
Allen of Fulton Route 4, and of
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. HuMr. A. 31. Beadles, Mayfield.
bert Greer, Fulton, and granddaughter of Mrs. Lena Kash, Fulton.

of Fulton, and the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Ronda-

rant of Fulton Route 4, and Mr.
Rickey Eugene Hopkins, age 7,
and Mrs. S. A. Waggoner, CrutchIs the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
fteld.
E. Hopkins of Fulton Route S. He
Is the grandson of Arch Neal
Jones and Mrs. Jonah Hopkins of
Detroit and of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Yates of Water Valley.

celebrate their golden wedding on
next Saturday Nov. 23 from 1 to
5 p. m Inviting all friends to
visit with them.
This entire section was shocked
to hear of the head on colliskas
of Gus McClain and MT Win..
lams Saturday night near Lynnville resulting in the death of
One McClain MT after he arrived
at Mayfield Hospital. In the McClain car was his wife and two
daughters,
who
sustained
Injuries of cuts, bruises and Mrs.
McClain has • dislocated hip, together with shock, in the Williams car vras only he who received a brogen leg.
An inquest was held at Jackson Bros. Funeral home Sunday
afternoon where the body lain in
state.
Funeral
services
were
held
Monday November
at Old
Bethel Baptist church with Interment in McGuire cemetery with
Jackson Bros. Funeral Home in
charge

All types ef insimuse•
SAVE ! GET our

PACK

Here's he gift of a lifetime. Yes, a
Lifetime of easier washdays! And it's
a gift the whole family will enjoy
through the years. Clothes will stay
brighter—newer looking. All fabrics dry gently, safely. But best of
all, Mom will live better when you
eliminate the long, monotonous
hours of old-fashioned washday
work. Give her new freedom . . .
make your Christmas gift a modern,
elect,* clothes dryer!

422 Lake St.
Fulton, Ky.

1674-61111811L ARTHUR MOUS KENTUO(Y
Nearly a hundred years before Daniel Boone came
into Kentucky, Gabriel Arthur explored a large area
along the Big Sandy River in Eastern Kentucky. He
made friends with the Cherokees and lived among
them for nearly a year. He returned to Virginia over
an old Indian trail that led down through Kentucky
and Tennessee. Arthur was the first white man to
make a written account of his explorations in Kentucky territory.
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many
of our citizens have always enjoyed a glass of beer.
The brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of
our residents. The sale of beer under orderly conditions is an important objective of the United States
Brewers Foundation. Our continuing educational
program helps beer retailers maintain their high
standards.
it
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Phone 4411

KENTUCKY DIVISION,U.S
, ,.BREWERS FOUNDATION
1523 H.ybqrn
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Prices of fed cattle in the next
four months are expected to average $1 to $3 above those of a
year ago, says the University of
Kentucky department of agricultural economics.
Lower supplies will be the
main reason for the higher prices,
says Economist Budl Lanpher in
his bi-weekly outlook letter. In
the main cattle feeding states
there were 11 percent fewer cattle or. feed October 1 this year
than a year ago. One reason for
fewer cattle going on feed is that
range conditions in the western
states is the best in fifteen years.
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FORWARD FROM FIFTY

Jones Pianos
Mrs. Guy Jones
1000 E. Main St. Phone 911
Union City, Tennessee

P ,4111V,

Look at the bold new styling
and brilliant new ideas about
driving pleasure Chevrolet offers even in its lowest priced
Delray Series!

or •.idoi.r•oci priee

Full HOUSEPOWER provides for the convenient, economical use of appliances you now own
—and those you will add in the future.
Wiring that provides Full HOUSEPOWER is an
Investment in better living. Call our office or
ask your electrical contractor
about the Certified HOUSEPOWER Plan.

GE DEAL

"Ceverlag everythlag'

Fed Cattle Prices
Due To Go Up Soon

Buy her an
asete clothes dryer

DAYTON V-BELTS

Paula Jo, age 2, Is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Waggoner

Donoho and Buton Lassiter by
foot.
Mr. and Mrs. Mathis are to

Ky.

The Commonwealth of Kentucky announced this week that bids
will be received on the following
four road projects in Graves
County on December 6th:
The Sedalia-Browns Grove
Road from east limit of Sedalia
extending in an easterly direction
to
the
Cooksville-Farmington
Road, approximately 1.5 miles
north of Cooksville, a distance of
4.578 miles. Grade, Drain and
Traffic Bound Surface.
The Mayfield-B ackusburg
Road from near east corporate
limit Of Mayfield, extending in an
easterly direction to the Calloway County line, a distance of
8.5 miles. Grade, Drain and Bituminous Surface.
The Dublin-Pryorsburg Road

from Ky. 384, approximately I
mile east of Dublin extending in a
southeasterly direction to US 45
near Pryorsburg, a distance of
4.576 miles. Grade, Drain and
Traffic Surface.
The Sassentown-Bethel Church
Road from end of MP 42-918-A
(Sassentown Road), extending
east, southeast and south to RH
1125-M1, a distance of 2.844 miles.
Grille, Drain and Traffic Surface.

Look what the beautiful new Delray
models do for your dollars! They're the
lowest priced of all the low-priced
Chevrolets. But they're long, low and
loaded just the same. A full nine inches
longer, dramatically lower, and loaded

with new things that make driving happier and riding smoother.
Just try one! Power ranges from
the budget-minded 145-h.p. BlueFlame 6 to Chevy's radical 280-h.p.
Super Turbo-Thrust V8.• Delrays,
like other models, have a new Full
Coil suspension—a softer, road-leveling ride. You eau have a real air ride'
to make the going even smoother—and
Overdrive' to make it even thriftier.
See all that's new at your Chevrolet
'Optional at extra cost.
dealer's.

USED King-O-Heat 100-lb cir- Page 8 The Fulton News, Thursday, Noveraber 28, 1957
culator, good condition. Exchange Furniture Company,
lengths, widths. Forrester's
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Church Street.
Shoe Shop.
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service.
HAVE, YOU shopped at our 9-PIECE used dining suite, looks
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
like new. Exchange Furniture
large display room for your
Company, Church Street.
plumbing needs? See our huge
I AM NOW representing the
"Always At Your Serviee"
PAINTING
stocks of kitchen and bathGreenfield Monument Works
room fixtures; newest styles, CEDAR chest for Christmas! See
and will appreciate the opporPAPER HANGING
COOK'S LIQUOR
our week-encl special for only
colors; prices to at your poctunity fp show you our beauti"Cavalier"
in
genuine
a
$29.95
ketbook. Open anytime, day
ful line of memorials. Tom
STORE
moth-proof chest. Use our layAttractive winter rates
or night at 909 Arch Street.
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124.
Hardware
away plan. Fulton
By hour or contract
"We carry parts and materiAve. Fulton
Commercial
tel
and Furniture Company.
Work guaranteed
als." Campbell's Plumbing
NOW IS the time to replace the
Cold Wines, cold beer
Shop. Telephone 1037R.
broken glasses in your home
auto. See us for all Of your
and
All popular brands of
ROY ROBBINS
BUY HIS PRESENT from hand- World's Finest Quality
glass needs. Fulton Paint and
Glass Company. 212 Church
some and stylish displays of bill
Fulton
whiskies, gins, eta.
Phone 869
Street; phone 909.
folds, belts, mannish jewelry,
Zenith T V
washable house slippers, gloves
WORK shoes $3.90 up. All 7
and shirts from Edwards. DolService
Repair
lars ties, boxed free. The Edwards Store, Mayfield, Kentucky.

Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
'in Office
1-1I-Fl headquarters: Records, re- FOR THE BEST Deal
Furniture buy Sha.w-Walker.
cord players, Hi-Fi latest hit
qee James 0. Butts at The
tunes, LP and EP albums.
Co.,
Caldwell
Har v ey
Wade TV, 206 Main Street,
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitter's,
Fulton.
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment
chrome
5-piece
used
SMALL
dinette suite, like new, a $67.50
Coal Stoves
value for $42.50. Exchange Home Furnishings:
$19.95 to $72.50; Good Norge
Furniture Company, Church
.electric range $74.50; Nice KerStreet.
osene Stove $22.50; Extra good
ringer type washer and double
I-PIECE USED bedroom suite,
tubs at Wades Used Furniture
consists of bookcase bed, double
Store. Trade with Wades and
dresser and chest; $117.50. ExSave. 112 Main St. Phone 478.
change Furniture Company,
Church Street.
3UY W. L. Douglas shoes in
Fulton at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.
,3IANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, reconditioning, etc. Timm's Furniture
Company, Union City, Tenn.
DRY YOUR clothes economically
watt me new Kelvinator gas
dryer. See this new dryer now
at Charlie Scates Goodrich
Store, Church Street, Fulton.

FARM LOANS

ROPER'S TV SERVICE

Long Terms-Easy Payments

IN COUNTRY CLUB COURTS
central heating, tile bath, living room, dining room combination. YOU CAN SPEND
CHRISTMAS IN THIS FINE
HOME. Even the shrubbry
has had loving attention. This
home was owner built and is
priced worth the money.
ON UNION CITY HIGHWAY,
if we have ever had a bargain this is it. 1140 feet of
highway frontage, ideal building sites, two homes, this property will bring in over $700.00
a year, and furnlah you a place
to live. If you watt a nice
home at the edge of town or
if you are looking for property
for investment purposes, by
renting main house this will
show a gross income of over
$1300 per year and property
will improve in value every
year. PRICED TO MOVE at
$10,000. Can finance this with
$2500.00 down payment. Possession in 30 days.
ON VINE STREET, in east
Fulton. Duplex for sale, close
.,to town. Everything separate,
7 with nice garage. Owner will
'afinance to right party. $4,500.00
ON EAST STATE LINE, across
from Browder Mill; nice store
building for sale at a bargain.
If you need extra downtown
, storage, this can be bought for
$2500.00.
ON TAYLOR ST.% in South
, Fulton: the H. W. Huddle
home. Two bedrooms; house
has been completely remodeled, fully insulated; has extra
lot, nice large garden space.
$6500.00.
ON HOLMES STREET in
South Fulton: two bedroom
home with large utility room
and carport.,$4750.00.
LET US HELP YOU OWN
YOUR
OF
HOME
THE
CHOICE.
Give'Us a Call. You'll Li!,e
Doing Business With us

Wick Smith Agency
Insurance — Real Estate
Phone 62 or 160

ft"

RCA and ZENITH
TELEVISION

List your
Farm and town Property
with the

HOUSEHOLD
CLEANING NEEDS

ON FORRESTDALE AVENUE,
small two bedroom house on
large lot, this is worth the
money if you are looking for
a cheap house and lot. $2600.

Authorized Zenith

—Insurance--

'.1-AVALIER,cedar chests in blond,
walnut, maple and mahogany. FLTLTON REAL ESTATE CO.
Use our lay-away plan for
See them when you want
Christmas. Fulton Hardware
to BUY OR SF.I.r.
and Furniture Company; phone
1.
Phone 5
203 Main St.
ME OUR line of Crown luggage,
priced by the piece or in sets.
Ideal for Christmas gifts. Fulton Hardware & Furniture
WE HAVE
Company, phone 1.
RCA WHIRLPOOL
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
SAVE MONEY
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
Buy Auto Insurance oas
AIR CONDITIONERS
Our 3-PAY PLAN
TRADE • NOW
140% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
H&M
' No interest. No carrying
'Charges.
Your policy is typed and
TELEVISION
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effec- 202 Lake St.
Fulton
tive immediately.
CALL 62 — 160
Bargains: Plat Form Rockers
$10.95 to $37.50; Living room
Wick Smith Agency
suits at bargains; Poster bed
room suit $54.95 at Wades Used
Furniture Store. Trade with
Wades and Save. 112 Main St.
FOR SALE
Phone 478.
ON CHURCH STREET, in So.
Fulton, completely remedied
two bedroom home, convenient to everything. Gas heat,
garage. Owner will finance
this with small down payment.
Vacant and ready. $4500.00.

Wallpaper Cleaner
Furniture Pclishes
Liquid floor wax
Paste floor wax
Glamorene rug cleaner
Bruce floor cleaner
"Easy-Aid" oven cleaner
Wax and dirt remover
Paint and varnish remover
"Dust-Go" Modern way to dust

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

Main St.

NEW LOCATION

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

Sales • • • Service
Tape Recorders

BEAUTYREST

GIVE HER A

Phone 307
Dealer

The Ten-Year Gift made Exclusively
By Simmons!

WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes Modern equipment,
experienced workmen. Write
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
Fulton, Ky

Think your wife will appreciate luxurious
Beautyrest sleep after a busy. tiring day?
Just ask her. She'll thank you over and over
again for this gift—it's one she'll enjoy every
night. And. Beautyreat is guaranteed by
Simmons for 10 YEARS.

NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.

Geiger Counters
Metal dectectors
Antenna installation
and service
HI-Fl Serviaa

SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
available at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.
Union City

KING TELEVISION
Phone 613,

.

AUTO BATTERIES
24-months' guarantee,
only $10.95, exchange
36-months' guarantee,
only $13.45, exchange
48-months' guarantee,
only $16.95, exchange

WESTERN AUTO

MONUMENTS
Granite and Marble
Any size or shape
Open 6 days each week.
Shipped from one of the
largest Monument works
in the U. S.

Fulton

Lake Street

Union City Marble
and Granite Works .

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP

Court Square
Phone: Office 269;
Home 1946

RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Union City
Phone 1556
(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders—Bneeial orders

FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street

GIFT-WRAPPED
PACKAGES
Lake Street Liquor Store
Across from
Coca-Cola Plant

Plenty Free Parking!

SCOTT'S FLORAL
SHOPPE
304 Main St.
Fresh cut flowers at all times
Funeral Flowers
Hospital & Wedding Bouquets
Fall and Winter dried arrangements and artistically arranged
Nice Ass't picture frames—
Brass Gifts—Lamps.
Always YOUR dependable
Florist
Phone 20-J
Ruth R. Scott

SIMMONS
Finest Alettress
THE ONLY MATTRESS WITH
FLOATING ACTION COILS!

Co.
ure
nit
Graham
Fur
"Four Floors of Fine Furniture"
Phone 185

Walnut Street

Fulton

Church Street

Come In And See Our New
Special: CheSt of drawers $17.50
to $27.50; Nice dresser $17.50;
9x12 Rugs $4.88 at Wades Used
Furniture Store Trade with
Wades and Save. 112 Main St.
Phone 478.

Super Performance
GAS FLOOR FURNACE

Read The
PADUCAH
SUN-DEMOCRAT
for all Of the very
latest news — national,
local and sports.
•
•
•
•
and
Fulton
in
Delivered
Water: Valley
daily and Sundays
only 35c per week.
•
•
•
•
Phone 9147
Owen Lindsey, agent

CHRISTMAS
EARNINGS
Energetic housewives all over
the nation are making extra
Christmas earnings for themselves; we are offering someone in Fulton County the.
si.me opportunity! Pleasant,
profitable for right person.

N.%

FAMOUS
COUEMAIN
FuELSAVON1
FEATURES

SITS IN

Koos —
NEEDS NO
BASF_MENT

PLUS NEW
EXCLUSIVE
-BAND-A BLU"
BURNER

It

NO WORK.
NO DIRT,
NO ASHES

Comfort
In 410 6 Rooms

You haven't seen what a gas
floor-furnace can do, until you
we the new Coleman SUPER

PERFORMANCE!New power;
new fuel-saving features. And
— an amazingly low price.
Visit us today I

GRAHAM

Write

Secured Casualty
Insurance Company
Fulton, Ky.
Box 315,
For further details

FURNITURE COMPANY
54 Morn

a

WALATUT ST.

$51,753.50
(our largest Christmas Club in history)

WAS MAILED TO CHRISTMAS CLUBMEMBERS LAST WEEKEND
Join Our New Christmas Club
For A Better Christmas Next Year
Make next Christmas the best ever for

Any small amount can open an account

your family, your friends and yourself!

and you make weekly deposits in the

Give your children the gifts they've been

amount you ind most convenient. You
decide on the amount you want to save

dreaming of. It's possible if you join our

and it will be ready for your Christmas

1958 Christmas Savings Club, now open!

gift shopping next year! Stop in!

FULTON BANK
7111.^

Fine Furniture"
FULTON

Safety—Service--Satisfaction

L

•

•

• Member F. D. I. C.

